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Introduction
1.
In practice, rail, water, road and sea transport occupies a significant share of
Petroleum fuel - fuel oil (mazut). In the Russian Federation and other CIS countries, the
product of oil refining produced according to requirements of Interstate standard GOST
10585-2013 [8]. Petroleum fuel. Mazut. Specifications. (Petroleum fuel. Mazut.
Specifications).
2.

Depending on the application, set the following brands of oil:
• Naval F5 (Ф5);
• Flue 40;
• Flue 100.

3.
Fuel Naval F5 is obtained from the direct product of oil refining with the addition of
up to 22% kerosene-gas oil fractions of a catalytic or thermal cracking. On physical and
chemical parameters of Petroleum fuel - fuel oil (mazut) must meet the requirements set out
in Annex 1 and 2. The temperature of the Petroleum fuel flash - oil closed cup can reach
more than 60 ° C and not more than 100 ° C.

Sentence
4.
Based on the physicochemical properties of the Petroleum fuel - oil (flash point in
closed cup 60 ° C and not more than 100 ° C, fractional composition) and shipped at
elevated temperatures (70 - 120 ° C), the Russian Federation considers advisable
complement UN1202 position new substance Fuel oil (flashpoint more than 60 ° C and not
more than 100 ° C).
5.
If approved by the Sub-Committee on proposals of the Russian Federation, it will
also be advisable to amend the Rules of RID/ADR/ADN/SMGS.
- Supplement Note 2 paragraph 2.2.3.1.1 as follows:
“2: By derogation from paragraph 2.2.3.1.1 above, diesel fuel, gasoil, heating oil (light),
mazut including synthetically manufactured products having a flash-point above that 60 °
C and not more that 100 ° C shall be deemed substance of Class 3, UN No 1202.”
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- Change the position of the 3rd UN 1202 in Table A of Chapter 3.2 as follows:
"GAS OIL or DIESEL FUEL or HEATING OIL, LIGHT (flash-point more than 60 ° C
and not more than 100 ° C) or MAZUT (flash-point more than 60 ° C and not more than
100 ° C).";
- Include in alphabetical order a new position in the table B of Chapter 3.2:
"MAZUT (flash-point more than 60 ° C and not more than 100 ° C)."

Rationale
According to experts of the Russian Federation complement positions UN1202
substance MASUT (flash-point is more than 60 ° C and not more than 100 ° C) will more
accurately define the conditions for the transport of dangerous goods, which occupies a
significant share in the volume of vehicle traffic.
List of sources used
ASTM D 93-13

The standard method for determining the flash point in
closed crucible Penski- Martens.

(ASTM D 93-13)

(Standard test method for flash point by Pensky-Martens
closed cup tester).

2.

2 STB 1651-2006

Petroleum products. Determination of flash point and
ignition device in an open crucible for Cleveland method.

3.

STB ISO 25922010

Petroleum products. Determination of flash point and
ignition device in an open crucible for Cleveland method.

4.

ISO 2592: 2000

Petroleum products. Determination of flash point and
ignition. Method Cleveland Open Cup.

(ISO 2592: 2000)

(Petroleum products - Determination of flash and fire points Cleveland open cup method).

ASTM D 92-12

The standard method for determining the flash point and
ignition COC Cleveland.

(ASTM D 92-12)

(Standard test method for flash and fire points by Cleveland
open cup).

ASTM D 240-09

The standard method for determining the heat of combustion
of liquid hydrocarbon fuels in a bomb calorimeter.

(ASTM D 24009)

(Standard test method for heat of combustion of liquid
hydrocarbon fuels by bomb calorimeter).

7.

GOST P 5106997

Petroleum and petroleum products. Method for determination
of density, relative density and API Gravity hydrometer.

8.

GOST 105852013

Petroleum fuel. Mazut. Specifications

1.

5.

6.

2
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Annex 1
Physical and chemical indicators of Petroleum fuel – mazut
according by GOST 10585-2013 [8]
The value of the brand
Indicator

Test method
Navy F5

Heating 40

Heating 100

1 Kinematic
viscosity,
mm2/s, not more:

GOST 33 GOST
31391,

at 50 ° C

36,20

-

-

at 80 ° C

-

59,00

-

at 100 ° C

-

-

50,00

or conditional viscosity at
100 ° C, TA degrees, not
more than

-

-

6.80

Closed Cup

80

-

-

GOST ISO 2719,
GOST 6356
standard [2]

Open Cup

-

90

110

GOST 4333
standards [2] - [5]

3. Pour Point, ° C, max

Minus 5

10

25

In accordance with
GOST 20287
(method B)

for fuel oil from the
oil with a high paraffin
content

-

25

42

GOST 6258

2. Flash Point, ° C, min:

4. The heat of combustion
(lower) based on the dry
fuel, kJ / kg, at least for
the fuel oil with sulfur
content,%

In accordance with
GOST 21261, the
standard [6]

0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2, 00

41454

40740

40530

2.50, 3.00, 3.50

-

39900

39900

5. Density at 15 ° C, kg /
m 3, more

958.3

Not regulated. certain mandatory

According to the
standard [7],
GOST 31072,
GOST 31392
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Appendix 2
Quality passports (certificates) for fuel oil – mazut
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